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Introduction
 Global, informal survey

 Results from Area Directors and Branch Leaders on 
every continent and a wide range of countries

 Themes, not statistics

 Much that is negative, but positives too

 Resources at the end



Disruption to travel - 1
 In some countries, international borders are still 

closed and there are no international flights

 Some families stuck in their passport country –
uncertainty and lack of closure

 Two entire teams unable to re-enter their country after 
leaving temporarily

 Students at a boarding home in Asia had to be 
removed at short notice



Disruption to travel - 2
 Parents cannot travel to support adult children 

studying elsewhere

 Those applying to university in another country face 
more hurdles and bureaucracy.



Health – the virus
 Many worried about sick family members elsewhere

 Some team members ill

 One leader reported that almost everyone had had the 
virus, although now recovered

 In better-off countries the vaccine is being delivered, 
whereas in poorer countries the programme has not 
yet started or is patchy. 

 In many locations, especially in Africa, Covid 19 is an 
additional problem on top of many others.



Restrictions
 Variable according to location

 In some places, confined to apartments for long 
periods – no exercise permitted

 Social interactions limited 

 Very tough on families with children



Isolation and team dynamics
 Isolation was mentioned by several respondents.

 Some families already isolated – location, type of 
ministry

 Isolation increased by restrictions – need for families 
to find their own solutions to problems

 Reduced team cohesion

 Where our members left their field or could not return 
to the country, teams became fragmented

 Some better than others at maintaining interaction 
and support



Mismatch of expectations
 Some parents feeling pressure to continue ministry at 

the same pace as before

 Stepping back from ministry in order to support 
children



Effect on work and ministry
 Home schooling became the default option for 

families – every respondent mentioned this.

 Very high stress, trying to combine ministry with 
home schooling

 People-centred ministries on hold

 New missionaries unable to focus on language 
learning.



Home schooling – the established 
ones
 Easier for those already home schooling

 Also easier for parents who are trained teachers



Home schooling – the new ones
 Much harder!

 Adapting to a new routine

 Parents’ language skills in the academic language of 
the school often inadequate

 Children learning in English as an additional language

 Children with special educational needs struggling



Home schooling – the new ones 2
 For those in small apartments, not enough space for 

home schooling

 For some, not enough electronic devices – can’t afford 
them

 Some schools better than others at creating usable 
online systems



Personalities and learning styles
 Some children are extroverts, missing their friends

 Others are introverts and less affected

 Introverts find it hard to be with siblings all day at 
home

 Some have become withdrawn and apathetic

 Others dislike online school and interaction via 
screens



Home schooling – the emotional 
effect
 Some are struggling to remain motivated 

 One respondent mentioned a teenager who had 
stopped studying altogether

 Another mentioned depression as an issue for a 
teenager she knew



MK Schools – the wider impact
 Most MK schools went online 

 Some are still partially online, others more ‘normal’

 Staffing is always an issue but now even more difficult

 BCS Directors

 HAB



Local schools
 Impact on children attending local school in order to 

develop language

 Some local schools unable to provide adequate online 
education



Positives - 1
 Children stuck in their passport country making good 

progress with mother tongue learning

 One family had an opportunity to trial home schooling 
in their passport country before going overseas.

 Teams encouraged to spend time on language learning 
and producing discipleship materials during lockdown 
times



Positives - 2
 A few families reported growing closer together and 

having deeper discussions

 Stronger friendships between siblings; more creative 
play



Free Resources 1
 https://traumahealinginstitute.org/resources

 Beyond disaster

 Healing from the distress of Covid 19

 Peace, be still. A family guide to living in crazy 
days

 Unstuck, a teen guide to living in uncertain times

https://traumahealinginstitute.org/resources


Free Resources 2
 https://nosycrow.com/wp-

content/uploads/2020/04/Coronavirus-A-Book-for-
Children.pdf

 https://www.nicolalester.co.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2020/04/making-sense-of-covid-19-
guidelines-document.pdf

 https://www.membercare.eu/wp-
content/uploads/2020/07/COVD-19-Response-People-
Care-for-Kids.pdf

https://nosycrow.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Coronavirus-A-Book-for-Children.pdf
https://www.nicolalester.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/making-sense-of-covid-19-guidelines-document.pdf
https://www.membercare.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/COVD-19-Response-People-Care-for-Kids.pdf


Free resources 3
 Parenting in the digital age

https://vimeo.com/505839418

https://vimeo.com/505839418

